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Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) has been widely used for retrofitting and strengthening concrete structures over the past two
decades. Because concrete members retrofitted by externally bonded FRP sheets can fail prematurely in debonding because of the
fracture between FRP and concrete, FRP tensile strength cannot be fully utilized in engineering practices. Numerous useful
investigations have been conducted to develop effective anchor systems to restrict FRP debonding. .us, an FRP sheet-anchor
system was developed and observed to be one of the most effective and convenient anchor systems. .e FRP sheet-anchor system
is applied to reinforced concrete beams strengthened with U-wrapping and side-bonded FRP configurations in few design
guidelines. However, only a few investigations have focused on the failure mechanism of the FRP sheet-anchor system in the
existing literature..erefore, themain objective of this study is analyzing the effect of the carbon FRP (CFRP) sheet-anchor system
on the bonding behavior of the CFRP-concrete interface, particularly the effect of the width and stiffness of the CFRP sheet-anchor
system. In addition, the anchor-strengthened stage is defined by the load-slip response, which is different from that of specimens
without the CFRP sheet-anchor system. Based on the experimental results, three linear stage models of the bond-slip constitutive
relationship are proposed in this study.

1. Introduction

In reinforced concrete (RC) members, shear-strength-
ened with externally bonded fiber-reinforced polymer
(FRP) sheets, the premature debonding failure mode
often occurs in the side-bonding or U-wrapping FRP
schemes. Such debonding can bring a few serious issues,
not only because FRP composites cannot fully play out
their high tensile performance but also because the
strengthening member will suffer low efficiency and
ductility.

.roughout the 21st century, research on FRP strip
debonding failure has accelerated, as various anchor
systems have been devised and tested in academia and
industry [1–5]. One anchorage system is the FRP spike
anchor, which is made of a tow of unidirectional fibers to
be inserted into the predrilled holes in concrete, which can
be pushed through to the other end of the tow where this

relatively new FRP spike anchor spreads on top of the FRP
to form a fan [6–10]. .ese investigations have shown that
this anchor system can improve the ultimate capacity [6]
and can be used to prevent premature debonding of FRP
sheets from concrete surfaces [7]. Llauradó et al. [8]
presented an analytical model to predict the anchoring
behavior of the FRP spike anchor system; Breña and
Mcguirk [9]and Teng et al. [10] showed that the FRP spike
anchor system can enhance both the capacity and ductility
of FRP reinforced concrete members to some extent.
Some metallic elements such as bolts and plates have also
been used to anchor systems and have good applicability
in improving capacity [11–16].

Another type of anchorage system is the FRP U-wrap
anchor system, which refers to an FRPU-wrap sheet wherein
the ends of the FRP sheet are vertically inserted to protect the
reinforced member. It is a convenient and effective an-
choring method used to delay and inhibit the premature
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debonding failure of FRP sheets and to improve the capacity
and ductility of the components. It mainly includes the
CFRP U-shaped laminate anchor system for flexural rein-
forcement [17–23] and the FRP U-jacking system for shear
reinforcement [24–26]. Fu et al. [27] showed that both the
load-carrying capacity and the ductility of an FRP-plated RC
beam can be significantly enhanced by FRP U-wraps at the
critical plate end. Lee [28] found two key factors which
involves the externally bonded FRP system with the U-wrap.
One is the stress concentration at the corner of the U-wrap,
and the other is the frictional effect between the debonded
surfaces under the region of the U-wrap after debonding. Lee
and Lopez [29] found that the FRP U-wraps with a 45° angle
without an edge distance maximize the benefit of the an-
choring effect after using U-wraps as an anchorage. Lee and
Lopez [30] proposed a frictional bond-slip (FBS) model to
analyze the behavior of the concrete-FRP interface region
under the U-wrap and applied them in the numerical
analysis. Leung [31] proposed that U-wraps can enhance the
critical capacity and U-wraps should be inserted into cracks
at the very beginning of their development. .e experiments
of Al-Mahaidi and Kalfat [32] showed that the FRP patch
anchors could significantly improve the bond capacity of
FRP. Kalfat et al. [33] provided an evaluation framework
based on anchor efficiency which uses anchorage efficiency
factors assigned to each anchor type for performance as-
sessment and cross comparisons. .ey found out that the
hybrid FRP anchor with patch was the most effective shear
anchor types.

Existing experimental results have shown that above
anchor systems can improve bond capacity and delay
debonding of the FRP-concrete interface. However, these
anchor systems have several limitations in practice. For
example, FRP spike anchors, mechanical fasteners, and
metallic rods all require predrilled holes in both the FRP
sheet and concrete. Anchor systems with metallic elements
are prone to corrosion. Different from the three-sided FRP
U-wrap systems which are introduced in ACI 440.28-17
[34], the CFRP sheet anchor used in this experiment is
bonded on only one side with less space limitations.
However, the FRP sheet anchor system does not require this
predrilling process. .erefore, the FRP sheet anchor system
can be widely used because of its simple operation, easy
construction, excellent corrosion resistance, and less occu-
pied space. In few design guidelines, such as GB50608-2010
[35], the FRP sheet anchor system is recommended for RC
members shear-strengthened with U-wrapping and side-
bonded FRP schemes.

However, despite continued interest in bond behavior
of FRP-to-concrete interface [36], few investigations have
considered the effect of the FRP sheet-anchor system on
the bonding behavior of the FRP-concrete interface [25].
.ose studies that do work with FRP U-wrap anchor
sheets generally emphasize the improvement of their
bonding capacity without considering the effect of their
different widths and stiffness (determined by number of
layers, also referred to as plies). .is paper fills this in-
formation gap by providing an experimental investigation
into the bonding behavior of the FRP-to-concrete

interface with various FRP anchor sheet widths and plies
using single shear tests. .e main objectives of this ex-
periment include finding out the most effective width and
stiffness of CFRP sheet anchor, elaborating the failure
mechanism of the FRP sheet-anchor system, and figuring
out the bonding stress-slip relationship of FRP sheets with
different anchoring conditions.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Specimen Design. .e near end supported (NES) single
shear pull test serves as the setup for the experiment which
can similarly imitate the stress state in the critical region of a
crack-induced debonding failure beam. .e dimensions of
the concrete prisms were 400mm× 400mm× 100mm, and
the width and bonding length of the FRP tensile sheet were
50mm and 300mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. In
addition, two layers (plies) of CFRP tensile sheets (i.e., the
longitudinal CFRP sheet) were bonded layer by layer, and
there was an unbonded region of 50mm length from the
edge of the concrete block near the loading end to avoid
the wedge failure of concrete caused by the bonding stress
concentration in the test. .e effective bond length was
about 129mm calculated by the Chen and Teng anchorage
strength model [37]. To keep the FRP anchor sheet from
interfering with the effective bond length of the tensile
sheet, all of the FRP anchor sheets were bonded out past
the range of 150mm length from the bonding area. .e
dimension details of the test specimen are shown in
Figure 1.

Twenty-four FRP-to-concrete joints were cast and tested
to failure in single shear approach, and every three speci-
mens were repeated for each joint configuration to minimize
the experiment accidental error. .e main experiment pa-
rameters of the anchored joints consisted of (i) width of
anchor sheets and (ii) stiffness or thickness of anchor sheets
(defined as number of CFRP plies).

.e anchored specimens are divided into two groups
according to the test variables. .e first group is set apart
to investigate the effect of different widths of the anchor
sheet on the single shear test. .e width of the CFRP sheet
anchor refers to the length of the area that the CFRP sheet
anchor overlaps the longitudinal FRP sheet. .e width of
the anchor sheet Wa in the first group is 1, 1.5, 2, and 3
times the width of the FRP tensile sheets (i.e., 50 mm,
75mm, 100mm, and 150mm), respectively, with the same
anchor sheet layers (i.e., two plies of the FRP sheet). .e
second group is designed to study the effect of different
CFRP sheets based on the number of plies for stiffness or
thickness as CFRP sheet anchor. .e concrete mix was
425.8 kg/m3 cement, 622.7 kg/m3 sand, 1156.5 kg/m3

stone, and 195 kg/m3 water. .e maximum aggregate size
was 25mm. .e type of cement was 32.5 ordinary Port-
land cement (OPC). In this group of specimens, the
layer(s) of CFRP sheet anchor La is selected to be 0.5, 1,
1.5, and 2 times (i.e., 1, 2, 3, and 4 plies) the layered sheet
anchor of FRP tensile sheets, respectively, while the width
of all anchor sheets remained 100mm. .e details of
specimens are shown in Table 1.
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2.2.Material Properties. .e concrete used in this study was
mixed in the lab with a designed compressive strength of
30MPa determined by the 150mm× 150mm× 150mm
cube specimens. .e average cube compressive strength of
concrete at 28 days was 27.1MPa. .e nominal thickness of
the CFRP sheet anchor was 0.167mm. .e average test
tensile strength and tensile modulus of the CFRP sheet
anchor were 3,499MPa and 273GPa, respectively. Mean-
while, the tensile strength and elastic modulus of the epoxy
resin were 44MPa and 2,600MPa, respectively. .e shear
strength of epoxy resin is 17MPa. .e epoxy used in the
experiment was commercially bought from the local com-
pany in mainland China. .e material properties are
summarized in Table 2.

2.3. Test Program. .e test setup included a steel frame,
which consisted of four steel bars (20mm diameter) and two
steel plates (20mm thickness). .e CFRP sheet crossing the

square hole in the steel plates was applied with a tensile load
by a universal testing machine through the gripped CFRP
plate in the end. .e test setup is shown in Figure 2, and the
capacity of the tension load-cell is 100 kN. .e type of strain
gauge used in the experiment is the electrical resistance
strain gauge, and the loading rate was 0.15mm/min. During
testing, the strain and load values were recorded at a fre-
quency of 1Hz, and the load was applied at a rate of
0.15mm/min. All specimens were preloaded to 2 kN first to
check if the eccentric effect was present during the test.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1. Failure Mode. In the NES single-shear pull test of the
FRP-concrete interface, the debonding of FRP sheets was
caused by the cracking of the concrete surface, namely,
failure in the substrate concrete. Different failure modes
were observed during the test, which were related to the FRP
anchor sheet configuration. Moreover, the longitudinal
tensile FRP sheet failed in different ways compared to the
CFRP sheet anchor in the same specimen.

.e control specimens (W0L0) failed as expected as the
debonding failure originated at the loaded end and prop-
agated toward the free end [41]. Most longitudinal CFRP
sheets failed by concrete debonding with concrete attached
to the CFRP sheet. However, the failure of the L4 group
occurred when the longitudinal CFRP sheet ruptured at the
junction of the overlap area. .e probable reason was that
the large anchor force provided by the high stiffness of the 4-
ply CFRP sheet anchor restrained the debonding of the
longitudinal CFRP sheet in the free end. At same time, the
tensile force mainly concentrated at the edge of the CFRP
sheet anchor due to the limited slip of this part. Finally, the
tensile force exceeded the tensile strength of the longitudinal
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Figure 1: Detailed dimensions of the test specimen (unit: mm).

Table 1: Specimen parameters.

Specimen Wa (mm) La (layer) Quantity of specimens
W0L0-1/2/3 0 0 3
W50-1/2/3 50 2 3
W75-1/2/3 75 2 3
W100 (L2)-1/2/3 100 2 3
W150-1/2/3 150 2 3
L1-1/2/3 100 1 3
L3-1/2/3 100 3 3
L4-1/2/3 100 4 3
∗Note. Wa represents the CFRP sheet anchor width and La represents the
number of CFRP sheet anchor layers or plies. .e number in the last part of
the specimen name refers to the replication number (three of each specimen
type).
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CFRP sheet causing rupture to occur. .e failure modes of
the CFRP sheet anchor could be divided into three kinds,
namely, debonding at the adhesive-concrete interface, the
CFRP sheet anchor rupture, and debonding with the con-
crete. Some of the specimens’ failure modes are shown in
Figure 3, and all the specimens’ failure modes are reported in
Table 2. Section 3.3 will discuss the failure mechanism of the
longitudinal CFRP sheet and CFRP sheet anchor.

3.2. Ultimate Capacity. .e ultimate load is one of the most
important parameters used to evaluate the interface bonding
performance. According to the experiment results, the
improvement of the ultimate load with different widths and
layers of the CFRP sheet anchor was analyzed. Table 2 shows
that increasing the width of the CFRP sheet anchor can
improve ultimate load to some extent, but it is limited by the
CFRP sheet width and layers. Experimental results show that
the maximum load was achieved when the width of the
CFRP sheet anchor was about 2 times (i.e., 100mm) wider
than the tensile CFRP sheet. Moreover, the load increase
improved by the unit width of the CFRP sheet anchor did
not always increase as the width of the anchor sheet in-
creased. For example, when the width of the CFRP sheet
anchor increased from 50mm to 75mm, the increase of

ultimate load improved per unit as the width of each CFRP
sheet anchor increased from 2.0 kN to 3.3 kN (as shown in
Table 2). While the width of the CFRP sheet anchor con-
tinues to increase from 75mm to 150mm, the increase of the
ultimate load improved per unit as the width of the CFRP
sheet anchor dropped from 3.3 kN to 1.9 kN (as shown in
Table 2).

.e increase in the CFRP sheet anchor stiffness (number
of plies) can cause the ultimate load to increase almost
linearly. When the number of the CFRP sheet anchor layers
increases from 1 to 2 layers, the increase of the ultimate load
by the unit stiffness of the CFRP sheet anchor increases from
5.8 kN to 6.3 kN (as shown in Table 2). However, when the
layers continue to increase from 2 to 4 layers, the im-
provement of the ultimate load by unit stiffness of the CFRP
sheet anchor remains at about 6.0 kN, which means that
when the layer width of the CFRP sheet anchor is 2 times
greater than the layer of the longitudinal CFRP sheet, the
utilization rate of the CFRP sheet anchor reaches the
maximum value. When layers of the CFRP sheet anchor
increases, the thickness of the tensile sheet increases to some
extent, which increases the ultimate capacity of FRP-to-
concrete surface bonding area. However, the rigidity of
overlap area also increases and will eventually cause stress
concentration at the junction, leading to a premature de-
struction of the longitudinal CFRP sheet. .us, the number
of layers in the CFRP sheet anchor also increases the final
capacity within a certain range as shown in Table 3.

Generally speaking, from the results of this test, the
enhanced bonding behavior between the longitudinal CFRP
sheets and the concrete due to the anchoring effect of the
CFRP sheet anchor gave a good performance, and the
utilization rate of the CFRP sheet anchor obtained their
greatest value when the CFRP sheet anchor was 1.5 times the
tensile CFRP sheet width and the CFRP sheet anchor was
two times its length. Furthermore, increasing the number of
plies to 3 or 4 in the CFRP sheet anchor or doubling their
length is more effective than increasing their width. It is
recommended that in practical engineering design, the
former choice should be given priority.

3.3. Failure Mechanism. .e role of the CFRP sheet anchor
can be summarized as having two functions: providing
confining stress to the interface between the concrete and
FRP sheet which was mainly functioned at the overlap cross-
sectional areas and enhancing an anchoring effect with
friction which is exerted at the debonded cross-sectional

Figure 2: Test setup for single shear test.

Table 2: Material property information.

Material Property Value (MPa) Standard

Concrete 28-day cube compressive strength 27.1 GB/T 50081-2002 [38]Test day cube compressive strength 37.7

CFRP Tensile strength 3499 GB/T 3354-1999 [39]Modulus 273000

Epoxy Tensile strength 44 ∗
Modulus 2600

Note. ∗means the data were provided by the manufacturer [40].
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areas along the whole length of longitudinal CFRP sheet..e
stress transfer mechanism between CFRP tensile sheets and
concrete is described as follows. At the initial elastic stage of
the loading process, the load transferred from the CFRP
tensile sheets to the concrete through the epoxy resin and the

concrete interface remains intact. With the gradual increase
of loading, when the interface fracture energy reached a
critical value, the initial debonding occurred and micro-
cracks of concrete formed beneath the interface with
bonding stress gradually stretched to the free end. As for the

Table 3: Ultimate bearing capacities of test specimens.

Specimens Ultimate load Failure mode Average load Increased load Increased ratio Unit load increased value
(kN) (kN) (kN) (%) (kN)

W0L0-1 27.3 SD
29.2 — — —W0L0-2 31.5 SD

W0L0-3 28.7 SD
W50-1 30.8 SD, SAD

31.2 2 6.85 2W50-2 30.6 SD, SAD
W50-3 32.1 SD, SAD
W75-1 33.5 SD, SAD

34.1 4.9 16.78 3.3W75-2 34.2 SD, SAD
W75-3 34.5 SD, SAD
W100 (L2)-1 33.3 SD, SAD

35.5 6.3 21.58 3.2(6.3)∗W100 (L2)-2 36.3 SD, SAD
W100 (L2)-3 36.9 SD, SAD
W150-1 34.7 SD, AD

35 5.8 19.86 1.9W150-2 35 SD, AD
W150-3 35.2 SD, AD
L1-1 29.4 SD, SAD

32.1 2.9 9.93 5.8L1-2 35.3 SD, SAD
L1-3 31.7 SD, SAD
L3-1 38 SD, AD

37.7 8.5 29.11 5.7L3-2 35.4 SD, AD
L3-3 39.7 SD, AD
L4-1 42.7 SD, AD

41.3 12.1 41.44 6.1L4-2 37.8 SD, AD
L4-3 43.3 SD, AD
Note. W series: unit load increased value� increased load/(Wa/Wt) and L series: unit load increased value� increased load/(La/Lt), where Wa—the width of
the CFRP sheet anchor;Wt—the width of the tensile sheet; La—the number of the CFRP sheet anchor layers; and Lt—the number of the longitudinal CFRP
sheet. ∗.eunit load increased value of theW100 series was 3.2 kN..e unit load increased value of the L2 series was 6.3 kN. SD� sheet debonding; SR� sheet
rupture; SAD� delamination between sheet and anchor sheet; AD� anchor sheet debonding.

Longitudinal CFRP sheet

L1-3

(a)

CFRP sheet anchor

L2-3W100-3

(b)

Overlap area

L3-2

(c)

Figure 3: Failure modes of longitudinal CFRP sheet and the CFRP sheet anchor. (a) L1-3. (b) L2-3. (c) L3-2.
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longitudinal FRP sheet without the CFRP sheet anchor, the
debonding failure was transient and brittle because there was
no confinement effect.

Some differences can be found in the failure phenom-
enon of the CFRP anchor sheet: as discussed and found out
by Lee [29, 30], the role of the CFRP sheet wrap includes
both providing confining stress to the interface between the
concrete and FRP sheet (before debonding) and an an-
choring effect with friction (after debonding)..e peeling off
of the overlap area on the concrete interface was larger and
rougher than that on the nonoverlap section. Reasons
explaining these results begin with the CFRP sheet anchor’s
increased thickness and rigidity in the overlap area, which
increased the reaction force of the substrate concrete under
the overlap area. .us, the occlusal force between the
concrete coarse aggregates in the overlap zone was en-
hanced. .e reaction stress from the CFRP sheet anchor acts
upon the interface, resulting in an increased onset of
debonding stress. When the debonding started extending
into the overlap area of the longitudinal CFRP sheet, the
concrete under the overlap area endured a dragging and
pulling effect from both the longitudinal CFRP sheet and the
CFRP sheet anchor. .e concrete under the nonoverlap area
of CFRP sheet anchor bore the tensile strength only from the
longitudinal CFRP sheet which was much smaller.

.e increased strain of CFRP sheet anchor due to the
increased slip generates the larger reaction stress acting on
the interface between the two debonded surfaces. .erefore,
the adhesive concrete volume was much larger and the
concrete’s debonding surface was rougher. .en, when the
debonding occurred, the CFRP sheet anchor was staggered
into a “V” shape along the tensile sheet direction due to the
pulling effect of longitudinal CFRP sheet..e force provided
by the CFRP sheet anchor could be divided into two di-
rections. One of the components was the pulling force along
the original fiber’s downward direction which provided a
tensile force on the longitudinal CFRP sheets in the CFRP
sheet anchor cross-sectional areas as shown in Figure 4(a).
.e other component force was along the vertical direction
of the original fibers of the CFRP sheet anchor. Because the
CFRP sheet anchor is a unidirectional material, the com-
ponents along the vertical direction of the original fibers
were resisted by the epoxy resin layer, but the strength
provided by epoxy resin layer was limited; thus, the pull
force in the oblique downward direction contributed the
most to the anchoring effect which resulted in local rupture
failure and finally caused the whole anchor sheet’s layers of
sheet anchor to be damaged. As shown in Figure 4, the
anchoring mechanism of FRP sheet-anchorage system was
vividly reflected by this illustration.

3.4. CFRP Strain Distributions. CFRP elongation along the
length of the sheet is reported in Figures 5(a)–5(g) for the
unanchored and anchored specimens of different configu-
rations. .e control specimen failed at the maximum strain
around 8000 με through cover separation failure. Partial
delamination had occurred in the zones closest the loaded
face when bond stress was transferred to the free edge of the

concrete block because the strain distribution was observed
to be uniform along the length of the sheet prior to failure.
However, as for the FRP sheet anchoring specimens, the
maximum strain increased from 8500 με to 10000 με. In
addition, a transfer of bond stress to a greater distance away
from the loaded edge was observed throughout
Figures 5(b)–5(g). .e higher level of strain was recorded at
a distance of 100mm to 160mm away from the loaded face
while this value was around 100mm for the unanchored
specimens. .e effective anchorage length was increased
because of the FRP sheet anchor systems.

3.5. CFRP-Concrete Interface Load-Slip Curve. .e load-slip
curve reflects the corresponding relationship between the
applied load and the slip of the longitudinal CFRP sheet at
different load levels during the loading process. .e test load
was collected at the frequency of 1Hz through the universal
testing machine data acquisition system, and slip data were
obtained by means of strain gauge value integration [42].
.e typical test load-slip curves are shown in Figure 6.

For the specimens without FRP sheet anchor (i.e.,
specimen W0L0), because the bond length of the longitu-
dinal CFRP sheet was greater than the effective bond length,
the shear stress could be transferred from the loaded end to
the free end fully as debonding developed. During this stage,
the applied load could not increase anymore while the slip
continued to increase which was shown as the horizontal
region in Figure 6. .e load-slip and simplified ideal curve
obtained from the test results is shown in Figure 7. .e
transverse axis of the figure is represented by the slip, and the
longitudinal axis represents the applied load. .e curve can
be divided into the following four stages:

(1) .e elastic stage (AB as shown in Figure 7): this is the
elastic stage of the load-slip curve at the beginning.
.e load increased rapidly from 0 kN to around
15 kN while the slip increased to about 0.1mm. FRP
sheet, the resin adhesive layer, and concrete surface
are all in the elastic state, and the interface does not
show any obvious interface microcracks. It should be
noted that the end of elastic stage was only related to
the initial damage of the system within the range of
the effective length; thus, the load level of ending is
constant for all anchorage specimens. .e effect of
CFRP sheet anchor was very little on this value. At
this time, all of these materials can be restored to
their original state if the external force is unloaded.

(2) .e softening stage (BC as shown in Figure 7): in this
stage, the load increases gradually as the slip in-
creases in a nonlinear relationship. When the load
increases to a critical value, an inflection point occurs
in the load-slip curve of around 15 kN in this ex-
periment and microcracks begin to appear at the
FRP-concrete interface. More and more cracks form
as the load further increases, causing the concrete at
the interface to begin to peel. Point B corresponds to
the initial softening point. In this stage, irreversible
plastic deformation occurs in some areas. If the
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Figure 4: Anchoring mechanism of FRP sheet-anchorage system. (a) Sketch of anchoring mechanism. (b) Increased friction between two
debonded surfaces.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Strain vs distance along sheet: (a) W0L0-3; (b) W50-1; (c) W75-2; (d) W100-2 (L2-2); (e) W150-2; (f ) L1-2; (g) L3-1.
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Figure 6: Experimental load-slip curves of specimens. (a) W series and control specimens. (b) L series and control specimens.
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external force is unloaded, the interface material
cannot be restored to the initial state. At this stage,
the curves of the anchored and unanchored speci-
mens are basically the same.

(3) .e sliding stage (CD′/CD as shown in Figure 7): at
this stage, the curve is an almost horizontal line,
which means that the load hardly increases while the
slip increases rapidly. When the curve reaches the
ultimate softening point (Point C), the fracture of the
concrete at the interface occurs and the debonding
begins to gradually extend from the loading end
toward the free end. Bonding stress begins to drop in
the peeled area and the energy is released, while
bonding stress in the nonpeeled area increases and
the energy accumulates. In this stage, the load
fluctuates in a small amplitude with the slip in-
creases. As the interface concrete fractures from the
load end to the free end, the effective bonding length
of FRP is activated in different parts of the interface
according to the debonding location of concrete.
During this substitution process, the load instantly
drops a little with the concrete near the load end
fracturing while reversing to the normal load level as
the effective stressed area stretches to the free end.
.e slip reaches its maximum value until the lon-
gitudinal CFRP sheet completely debonds without
the CFRP anchor.

(4) .e anchor strengthened stage (DE as shown in
Figure 7): this phase only occurs in the FRP sheet-
anchored specimens. When the debonding of the
longitudinal FRP sheets extends to the overlap area

(i.e., the effective bonding length transfers to the
anchored area), the load rises again due to the
confinement stress and increased friction caused by
the anchoring effect of the CFRP sheet anchor until
the CFRP sheet anchor ruptures or fully detaches
from the concrete. When the configuration (width or
stiffness) of CFRP sheet anchor is changed, the ul-
timate load and slip will alter to some extent. As Al-
Mahaidi and Kalfat [32] pointed out, CFRP an-
chorage systems have the effective bond length,
which affects the bonding strength. When the layers
of the CFRP sheet anchor are changed in this ex-
periment from 1 to 4 layers, the corresponding load
increases from 2.9 kN to 12.1 kN. In this stage, al-
though the load increase varies with the different
CFRP sheet anchor configurations, the general ap-
pearance of the curve remains basically the same.

However, it should be noted that the FRP anchor sheet
used in this experiment is different from the U-wrap anchors
which were investigated by Lee and Lopez [28–30]. In Lee
and Lopez’s research [29], FRP U-wraps are typically ex-
ternally bonded to the lateral sides and top faces of the
concrete block. In our research, CFRP fabric was not
wrapped around the curved edges of the block and did not
bond a length down the sides of the concrete block. .e
stiffness of the overlap region in our study is thus signifi-
cantly lower than that in the CFRP U-wrap anchoring
specimens. .is difference was probably the main reason
that causes the different shapes of load-slip curves. Because
in Lee and Lopez’s research [29], the DE stage is considered
as plateau behavior which means the CFRP U-wrap sheets
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Figure 7: .eoretical load-slip curve of no anchor and anchorage specimens.
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contribute to the bond strength at the BC stage in this study
while for the lower stiffness of the CFRP sheet anchor, their
function begins to take effect at the DE stage. More ex-
periment investigation needs to be done to verify it.

In summary, the load-slip curves of the nonanchor
specimens and the anchor specimens both include the elastic
stage, the softening stage, and the sliding stage. However, the
anchor specimen has another anchor strengthened stage,
and the final state of the curve in the anchor strengthened
stage is related to the configuration of the CFRP sheet
anchor.

4. Bonding Stress-Slip Curve

.e specimens’ bonding performance significantly depends
on the bonding stress-slip constitutive model of the inter-
face. Considering the elastic behavior of the composite, the
average value of shear stress between two subsequent strain
gauges can be written as a function of the difference of
measured strains, εi and εi+1, which can be expressed as

τi+1/2 � −
EpAp εi+1 − εi( 

bp xi+1 − xi( 
, (1)

where Ap, bp, and Ep stand for area, width, and elastic
modulus of FRP sheet, and the slip is obtained by means of
strain gauge value integration [42]. According to the analysis
of the tested data, the bonding stress-slip curve at the
overlapped area of the anchor specimen is obviously dif-
ferent from the nonoverlap zone, as shown in Figures 8(a)
and 8(b). .e monitored point of the nonanchor area is in
the middle of the area (i.e., x� 75mm for the nonanchored
area and x� 225mm for the anchored area where x denotes
the origin of the bonding area at the load end) ranging from
the load end to the boundary of the FRP sheet anchor. In the

direction perpendicular to the longitudinal CFRP sheet, the
monitored point location is also at the middle of the width.
However, due to the different configurations of the FRP
sheet anchor, the maximum bonding stress and its corre-
sponding slip are slightly different as shown in Figure 8. In
order to eliminate the different configurations of the FRP
sheet anchoring effect and to obtain the unified bonding
stress-slip curve, normalization work has to be done with the
longitudinal axis replaced by the value of the bonding stress/
maximum bonding stress (τ/τmax) and the transverse axis
replaced by the ratio of slip to the slip at the maximum
bonding stress (s/smax) [43]. Figure 9 shows the corre-
sponding normalized bonding stress-slip curves.

Figure 9 shows that the normalized bonding stress-slip
curves have similar shapes in both the nonanchored and
anchored areas. .e simplified ideal bonding stress-slip
constitutive model summarized from these curves can thus
be given in Figure 10. In this shear-slip constitutive model,
the bonding stress increases linearly to the peak stress τmax
with the corresponding slip S0 and then drops suddenly to
the residual bonding stress τ0 before finally decreasing
linearly with sliding at the nonanchored point. According to
Leung’s model [44], the slip when the shear stress decreased
from the maximum shear stress for debonding to initiate
(τmax) to the initial residual stress right after debonding
occurs (τ0) was zero (i.e., S0 � 0 in Leung’s model). .e value
of τmax can be obtained from the applied load just before the
initiation of debonding (which is signified by the change in
shape of the strain distribution) which can be expressed as
follows:

τmax � tασappcoth(αL), (2)

where t is the thickness of FRP; σapp is the stress of FRP
exacted by the applied load just before the initiation of
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Figure 8: Bonding stress-slip curve of the (a) nonanchored area and (b) anchored area.
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debonding; L is the length of bonded FRP; and α can be
obtained by

α �

����
G

htEf



1 +
EfAf

EcAc

 , (3)

where G is the shear modulus of the adhesive layer; h is the
thickness of the adhesive layer; Ef is the elastic modulus of
FRP; Af is the area of FRP; Ec is the elastic modulus of
concrete; and Ac is the area of concrete.

However, the value of τ0 and k should be obtained by a
number of iterations determined from the curve fitting. If
close agreement is not obtained, the parameters τ0 and k

would have to be adjusted.With the proper value of τ0 and k,

the maximum slip when the shear stress decreased to zero
Smax can be determined as follows:

Smax �
τ0
k

. (4)

Compared to the frictional bond-slip (FBS) model which
has been proposed by Lee [29, 30], the general behavior is
similar. In Lee’s model [29, 30], the frictional behavior
usually includes two linear stages, while in this model, this
behavior is simplified into one plateau. However, it should
be noted the stress-slip model for nonanchored FRP-to-
concrete interface was also adopted from different models.
.ree stages in total make up the bonding stress-slip con-
stitutive model of the nonanchor zone: (1) the linear growth
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stage, (2) the vertical descent stage, and (3) the much slower
descent stage with further sliding, which is much like
Leung’s model [44].

Four stages make up the bonding stress-slip constitutive
model of the anchored area. Similar to the unanchored area
situation, the bonding stress first increases linearly to τmax1
at the slip S01; then, due to the anchoring effect of the FRP
sheet anchor, the bonding stress decreases muchmore gently
than the nonanchored area at descent stage to the residual
bonding stress τ01 at slip S11. From this point on, the bonding
stress can keep this stress level until the failure of the CFRP
sheet anchor occurs. Future research could be directed to-
ward investigating a wide range of testing parameters by
conducting more experiments and FEM simulations to
vivificate and improve the accuracy of this model.

5. Conclusions

An experimental study was conducted to investigate the
anchoring effect of the FRP sheet anchor on the CFRP sheet.
.e width and stiffness of CFRP sheet anchor were the main
experiment parameters, and the failure mechanism of the
experiment was analyzed and discussed in this paper.
Furthermore, an ideal constitutive bonding stress-slip model
is proposed based on study of past work and observations
from the experiments conducted in this study. Based on the
results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(i) .e utilization rate of the FRP sheet anchor are
optimal when the CFRP sheet anchor width is 1.5–2
times greater than and the stiffness (number of
plies) doubles in the anchored CFRP sheet. .e
number of plies in the CFRP sheet anchor affects
the ultimate capacity and is more significant than
the width of CFRP sheet anchor.

(ii) .e confinement stress from the CFRP sheet anchor
can increase the friction between two debonded
surfaces. Meanwhile, the epoxy resin between the
CFRP sheet anchor fiber can also help restrict the
longitudinal CFRP sheet’s movement. .e an-
choring effect of the CFRP sheet anchor increased
the ultimate capacity from 6.85% to 41.44% in this
experiment.

(iii) .e simplified ideal load-slip curve under the action
of the CFRP sheet anchor is depicted. At the same
time, bonding stress-slip constitutive models of the
anchored zone and the nonanchored zone are
proposed, which are summarized from the nor-
malized bonding stress-slip curves.
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